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Introduction

Recently, there have been increasing applications of brain functional connectivity networks (BFCNs) [1] to patients and healthy subjects with neurophysiological data containing EEGs [2,3], MEG [4] and fMRI [5]. The psychiatric disorders are wide-ranging such as mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [5], post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [2], frontotemporal dementia (FTD) [6] and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [3]. There had been already some functional connectivity measures. The classical coherency is not suitable to characterize non-stationary data with rapidly changing interdependencies. The phase synchronization [7] is valid only when the time series are approximately oscillatory. The synchronization likelihood (SL) [8] is a measure of the generalized synchronization between any two dynamical systems. This measure is closely related to the concept of generalized mutual information, and can also be computed in a time-dependent way, leading us to the analysis of non-stationary data.

In this preliminary study, using the scalp-recorded EEGs, BFCNs for the AD and FTD patients, their prognoses and control subjects with “older” and “younger” are constructed by the SL and various measures and parameters of the BFCNs are investigated, which will yield tools for diagnosing AD and FTD patients and checking their prognoses in future.

Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows the flow from EEG recordings to BFCN construction in this study.

Subjects

Three female AD and one FTD patients and nine controls of 60-71 years (“older”) and 21-24 ones (“younger”) participated in this study after giving written, informed consent, which was approved by the ethics committees for Human Subject Researches, Faculty of Computer Science and Systems Engineering, Kyusyu Institute of Technology and for University Hospital, Mizonokuchi Teikyo University School of Medicine. The subject characteristics are summarized in Table 1. This study involved patients and older controls referred to the University Hospital. These subjects were studied according to a clinical protocol which involved history taking, physical and neurological examination, blood tests, neuropsychological examination, magnetic resonance imaging of the brain, and a quantitative EEG. The final diagnosis was based on a consensus meeting where all the available clinical data and the results of the ancillary investigations were considered. Four females of the “older” controls had symptoms of labyrinthine dizziness, body stagger, hand stiffness and TGA (transient global amnesia), respectively. For one of the three AD patients, EEG measurement was carried out also about one year after the previous one. At this time, EEGs were measured for the FTD patient and the “older” controls.

EEG analysis

EEG data acquisition: EEG data acquisition was performed through a Nihon Kohden EEG-1224 and a DIGITEX LAB Polymate AP1132 for the patients and the healthy controls, respectively. The device was equipped with 16 Ag/AgCl electrodes (a Nihon Kohden HS503A) and active ones (a DIGITEX LAB AP-C100-0155), respectively. Both of the electrode positions were Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, C5, C6, P7, P8, O5, O6, T3, T4, T5, T6. The electrode positions were labeled as shown in Table 1. Three female AD and one FTD patients and nine controls of 60-71 years (“older”) and 21-24 ones (“younger”) participated in this study after giving written, informed consent, which was approved by the ethics committees for Human Subject Researches, Faculty of Computer Science and Systems Engineering, Kyusyu Institute of Technology and for University Hospital, Mizonokuchi Teikyo University School of Medicine. The subject characteristics are summarized in Table 1. This study involved patients and older controls referred to the University Hospital. These subjects were studied according to a clinical protocol which involved history taking, physical and neurological examination, blood tests, neuropsychological examination, magnetic resonance imaging of the brain, and a quantitative EEG. The final diagnosis was based on a consensus meeting where all the available clinical data and the results of the ancillary investigations were considered. Four females of the “older” controls had symptoms of labyrinthine dizziness, body stagger, hand stiffness and TGA (transient global amnesia), respectively. For one of the three AD patients, EEG measurement was carried out also about one year after the previous one. At this time, EEGs were measured for the FTD patient and the “older” controls.

EEG analysis

EEG data acquisition: EEG data acquisition was performed through a Nihon Kohden EEG-1224 and a DIGITEX LAB Polymate AP1132 for the patients and the healthy controls, respectively. The device was equipped with 16 Ag/AgCl electrodes (a Nihon Kohden HS503A) and active ones (a DIGITEX LAB AP-C100-0155), respectively. Both of the electrode positions were Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, C5, C6, P7, P8, O5, O6, T3, T4, T5, T6.
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F8, T3, T4, T5, and T6 on the basis of the International 10-20 System. Electrode impedance was below 5 kΩ. The filter setting was: High pass filter=120 Hz. Sample frequency was 500 Hz and A-D precision 32 bit. All the subjects were instructed to lie on their sides in the resting state with their closed eyes, for 5 min at least. For further offline post-processing, from 1 minute after the EEG measurement onset, we set a window consisting of 500 sampling points every 1 second, selected the EEG corresponding to 100 windows, and the data was band-pass filtered for the commonly used frequency bands: lower alpha (8-10 Hz), upper alpha (10-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz) and gamma (30-45 Hz). All further analyses were performed for these frequency bands separately. In the following, averages of the 100 windows were described for all values and measures.

Synchronization analysis: The synchronization analysis involved each sequential 500-sampling-point. Correlations between all pair-wise combinations of EEG channels were computed with the SL. Mathematical details for the SL can be found in Ref. [8] and Ref. [9]. The SL is a general measure of the correlation or synchronization between two time series that is sensitive to linear as well as non-linear interdependencies. The basic principle of the SL is to divide each time series into a series of “pattern” (roughly, brief pieces of time series containing a few cycles of the dominant frequency) and to search for a recurrence of these patterns. The SL is then the probability that the pattern recurrence in time series X coincides in time with the pattern recurrence in time series Y. The end result of computing the SL for all pair-wise combinations of channels is a square matrix, where each entry contains the resulting SL value of the sensor pair. This matrix is called the adjacency or connectivity matrix A. Note that any connectivity measure could be used for this purpose. Since all connections in our network are bidirectional, the adjacency matrix is symmetrical along its diagonal axis (Figure 1).

Network analysis

Synchronization matrix thresholding: The weighted matrix was then passed through a threshold to be transformed into binary, resulting in undirected graphs. To avoid the influence of methodological limitations posed by BFCNs originally depending on degree [10] and sparsity [11], the threshold should be adaptively selected. In this study, assuming that the BFCNs of all the subjects have the same number of edges, the average degree (K) of all nodes was set, and then the threshold was determined so that each K was obtained. So, both global and local properties of the BFCNs (clustering coefficient, characteristic path length, small-worldness, betweenness centrality) were quantified.
for each subject. The following subsection provides a brief description of these BFCN measures.

**Description of network parameters:** Basic elements in the graph theory are illustrated shown in Figure 2. Six circles are called nodes, lines connecting any two nodes edges and distances between any two nodes in terms of the summation of edges connecting the nodes paths. The degree (k) of a node is the number of connections to the node. The mean degree (K) is obtained by dividing the total number of edges by the total number of nodes in a network. For the undirected and unweighted graph structure shown in Figure 2, the degree of the node “parietal association cortex” is 4 and the mean degree is 1.5. Moreover, the network parameters characterizing the graph are described in the following.

**Clustering coefficient (C):** This measure can quantify the local connectivity in individual nodes or the network. For a node, the neighbors are other nodes which are connected to one node. The clustering coefficient is determined by the ratio between the number of edges by which the neighbors are actually connected and the maximum number of edges that can be connected to each other in the neighbors.

**Characteristic path length (L):** This measure can quantify the global connectivity of the network is able to build an optimal path. The characteristic path length is the shortest path between the nodes.

**Small-worldness:** When whether the above measures in the graph theory (the clustering coefficient and characteristic path length) are
significant or not is examined, a network with randomly rewiring edges is constructed by fixed nodes and edges. This network is called the random network, and it is necessary to normalize the measures by using the random network [12].

When the clustering coefficient and the characteristic path length in the random network constructed by "Edge Switching Algorithm (ESA)" [12] are respectively represented by $C_r$ and $L_r$, and their normalized measures are given by $C_n = C_p / C_r$ and $L_n = L_p / L_r$, respectively,

**Figure 4:** Schematic image of the head seen from above, with the positions of the electrodes indicated by circles and numbered the 10-20 electrode placement system.

**Figure 5:** Unweighted graphs of four frequency bands (A: lower alpha; B: upper gamma; C: beta; D: gamma) for AD, FTD and older controls and different fixed average degrees ($K$). See Figure 4 for node positions.
where $C_p$ and $L_p$ are the clustering coefficient and characteristic path length. Then, the small-worldness ($S$), one of the measures for small-world property, is given by $S = C_p / L_p$.

**Betweenness centrality:** The centrality is a measure that indicates how important nodes in a network are. Definitions of “important” depend on the type of centrality. In this study, the importance of the node is assumed to be how much the removal of the nodes in the constructed network influences the efficient connection. In the betweenness centrality, when the node passes the shortest path, the node has high centrality. Therefore, the betweenness centrality is used also to compare with the previous studies under the same conditions. The betweenness centrality $B_i$ of a node $i$ was defined as the number of shorter paths between any pair of nodes that run through node $i$ [13].

**Results**

**Averaged SL**

Figure 3 shows mean SL values of each frequency band for AD, FTD, younger controls, older controls and all the controls. In AD and FTD, the mean SL decreased compared to the older controls except for the gamma band (Figure 4).

**Unweighted graphs of the BFCNs**

Figure 5 shows unweighted graphs of four frequency bands (A: lower alpha; B: upper gamma; C: beta; D: gamma) for AD, FTD and older controls and different fixed average degrees ($K$). For all the frequency bands, AD and FTD graphs have fewer connections, especially in the frontal nodes, than the older controls.

**Clustering coefficient, characteristic path length and small-worldness**

Figure 6 shows clustering coefficient (A), characteristic path length (B) and small-worldness (C) of four frequency bands in each $K$ for AD and older controls, where “ave” is the average of all the $K$s. Roughly, in AD, the clustering coefficient increased compared to the older controls, and the characteristic path length increased or not changed. On the other hand, in AD, the small-worldness increased compared to the older controls.

**Betweenness centrality**

Figure 7 shows betweenness centrality of three frequency bands at each electrode position for AD and older controls, where “ave” is the average of all the electrode positions. Commonly to the lower and upper alpha and the beta, AD had higher betweenness centrality at the midline (Fz, Cz), the bilateral temporal (T3, T4, T5, T6) and occipital (O1, O2) than the older controls. In addition to the above electrodes, FTD had higher one at F7 and F8 (Figure 8).

**Discussion**

The present comparison among AD, FTD and older controls roughly supported the previous findings for synchronization likelihood values, unweighted graphs, clustering coefficient and characteristic path length.

However, in this study, there were reverse differences in small-worldness. Stam et al. [14], Supekar et al. [10] and De Haan et al. [15] found that the AD patients had lower small-worldness than the healthy controls, and demonstrated that AD is characterized by loss of small-
Figure 7: Betweenness centrality of three frequency bands (lower (A), upper (B) alpha and beta (C)) at each electrode position for AD and older controls, where "ave" is the average of all the electrode positions.

Figure 8: Betweenness centrality of three frequency bands (lower (A), upper (B) alpha and beta (C)) at each electrode position for FTD and older controls, where "ave" is the average of all the electrode positions.
worldliness. On the other hand, subsequent fMRI studies \cite{11,16,17} have appealed that AD is characterized by higher clustering coefficient and longer characteristic path length than healthy controls, not lower small-worldliness. Although these discrepancies may be due to methodological differences (EEG vs. fMRI) \cite{1}, our results supported the above fMRI ones, similarly to Ref. \cite{14}. The clustering coefficient, the characteristic path length and also the small-worldliness depend on thresholding \cite{14}, degree \cite{10} and sparsity \cite{11}. A new measure (cf. \cite{18} for the small-worldliness) might be needed which would have few effects of these parameters.

Differences in betweenness centrality between AD patients and healthy subjects using fMRI was firstly revealed by He \textit{et al.} \cite{11}. Frontal, central, temporal to occipital regions over the whole brain showed high betweenness centrality in the BFCNs of the AD patients, which was supported by Ref. \cite{5,16}. We also obtained higher betweenness centrality than the older controls at several electrode positions such as the frontal, temporal and occipital ones. These results may indicate abnormal cerebral structures accompanied by atrophy of the gray matter in AD patients \cite{19}. In the previous EEG studies, however, there was no significant difference in betweenness centrality between PTSD \cite{2}, aMCI and MD \cite{3}, and healthy subjects. It is suggested that the betweenness centrality should be investigated in more details.

Andreu et al. \cite{20} revealed the BFCN of increased resting-state gamma-band connectivity in patients with schizophrenia compared to healthy controls, using EEG, MEG and fMRI. The connectivity between any two nodes was quantified by power envelope correlation \cite{21}. The intracortical sources of brain electrical activity as the nodes were localized using exact low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (eLORETA) \cite{22}. By the similar approach to Andreu et al. \cite{20}, we obtained the BFCNs of resting-state in healthy subjects using SL. In Figure 2, the nodes, indicated by open circles, which correspond to the brain regions where equivalent current dipoles (ECDs) were located by ECD source localization (ECDL) using the 19-ch scalp-recorded EEGs, where grey circles represent the nodes having the maximum betweenness centrality. From multi-channel EEGs, the brain regions could be specified by the ECDL. The ECDL is a method for localizing the neural generators as physical current dipole sources using multi-channel EEGs or MEGs. Mathematical details for the ECDL can be found in Ref. \cite{23}. Here, independent component analysis (ICA) \cite{17} was applied to the multi-channel EEGs, and then ICA after deflation were analyzed by the ECDL. The “parietal association area” node in Figure 2 contains the angular and supramarginal gyri and the superior parietal lobule where dipoles were located by the ECDL. Therefore, Figure 2 partly indicates the same results as those in Liu \textit{et al.} \cite{5} for the healthy subjects.

SL values, unweight graphs, clustering coefficient, characteristic path length and betweenness centrality of BFCNs could be promising for the diagnostic and prognosis-observable tool using scalp-recorded EEGs.
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